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 EXTRA QUESTIONS
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 1. In the following questions a statement of Assertion (A) is followed by a state-
ment of Reason (R). Identify and mark the correct choice.

Assertion: Running water cuts through the clayey soils and makes deep channels such
as gullies.
Reason: In the Chambal basin such lands are called Leaching.

Options:
Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation of A.
A is true but B is false.
A is false but R is true.

2. Assertion: Laterite soils are not very fertile because it lacks micro organisms.
Reason: They are made suitable for cultivation with adequate doses of manures and
fertilizers.

Options:
Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation of A.
A is true but B is false.
A is false but R is true.

3.  Assertion: Black soils are black in colour due to diffusion of iron in crystalline and
metamorphic rocks.
Reason: They develop deep cracks during hot weather.
Options:

Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A.
Both A and R are true and R is not the correct explanation of A.
A is true but B is false.
A is false but R is true.

Extra Short Answer type questions with Answers:

Q 1. What are the ways to solve the problem of land degradation ?
Ans) There are many ways to solve the problem of land degradation. These are as gi-
ven below :



Afforestation   Plantation of trees should be encouraged.
Proper management of grazing   Separate sites should be fixed for grazing.
Planting of shelter belts of plants.
Control on overgrazing   Rules for grazing should be framed.
Stabilisation of sand dunes by growing thorny bushes to stop land degradation.
Proper management of waste lands, control of mining activities, proper discharge
and disposal of industrial effluents and wastes after treatment in industrial and subur-
ban areas.

Q 2. Whom did Gandhi ji make responsible for the depletion of resources at the
Global level?
Ans) Gandhi ji voiced his concern about resource conservation in these Words: �There
is enough for everybody�s need but not enough for anybody�s greed.�
i) He placed the greedy and selfish individuals as the root cause for resource depletion
at the global level.
ii) Moreover, he was against �mass production� and wanted to replace it with the �pro-
duction by the masses�

Q 3. Why is land as a resource important for us? Why land-use should be done in
a planned manner.
Ans) Land as a resource is important for us because:
a) 95% of our basic needs of food, clothing and shelter are derived from land.
b) It supports natural vegetation, wildlife and human life.
land use should be done in a planned manner as
i) Land is a fixed asset.
ii) It has many uses such as setting up industries, agriculture and transportation.
iii) Moreover, it fulfills much of our basic requirements.

Q 4. Write the main factors responsible for soil formation.
Ans) Soil is a very important resource as it is a living system.
It takes millions of years to form soil up to a few centimeters in depth.
Factors responsible for soil formation are:
i) Parent rock or bed rock:
Parent rock break and decompose under the process of weathering and erosion.
ii) Climate:
It determines the rate of weathering.
iii) Relief and time:
Hilly or plain regions, vegetation, other forms of life and time are other important factors
in the formation of soils.
iv) Various forces of nature: 
Forces of nature such as change in temperature, actions of running water, wind and gla-
ciers also contribute to the formation of soil.
v) Chemical and organic changes:
Chemical and organic changes also play a vital role in its formation.
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